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ABSTRACT 
This paper describes the Concept Relationship Editor, an 

interactive visualisation tool designed to support the specification 
of relationships between hierarchical taxonomic classifications. 
The tool operates using an interactive space-filling adjacency 
layout which allows users to expand multiple lists of taxa with 
common parents so they can explore and add relationships 
between two classifications. Whenever selected lists contain too 
many items for them to be legible within the restrictions of 
available screen space the user can alleviate the problem by either 
operating in ‘lens mode’ or ‘scroll mode’. In ‘lens mode’ the 
layout is configured so that both of the classifications and all the 
relationships are completely visible on-screen. Here a fish-eye 
lens type distortion effect is applied under the cursor to allow taxa 
names with less assigned space to be made legible. In ‘scroll 
mode’ the layout assigns sufficient space for the labels of all 
expanded taxa lists to be legible and scroll bars can be used to 
navigate across the hierarchy of either classification. While the 
‘lens mode’ provides context and allows for more direct 
comparison of relationships throughout the classifications, ‘scroll 
mode’ tends to allow for relationships to be added more 
efficiently between smaller groups of similarly classified taxa. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
The science of Linnaean taxonomy classifies specimens 

according to shared characteristics, into hierarchies of taxonomic 
concepts (taxa) of differing ranks. A typical classification includes 
anything from around 200 to 1,500 taxa spread over about four to 
fifteen ranks. These taxa are given scientific names e.g. Apium 
graveolens L. for the species commonly known as celery. Over 
time the relative importance of particular characteristics used in 
differentiating organisms changes, resulting in alternative 
classifications being proposed. This along with the rules of 
Linnaean taxonomy which control the naming of taxa has the 
effect of the same taxonomic name having differing definitions. 
These definitions are described in field guides used by biologists 
for identifying organisms.  

When comparing data containing the scientific names of 
organisms recorded by biologists using different field guides there 
is often ambiguity over what a particular name means; this can 
cause errors in data analyses [1]. To resolve this problem, an 
increasingly important task for taxonomists and ecologists is to 
understand the relationships between alternative taxa so they can 
be taken into account when comparing data sets. An increasingly 
common approach being taken to define the relationships between 

taxa in alternative classifications is to use a set-based notation. 
This states the relationship between taxon pairs [2]. These 
relationships may be defined when a taxonomist is undertaking a 
new revision of a classification by relating the new taxa to 
previous taxa or by a third party taxonomists examining existing 
classifications.  

Allowing a taxonomist to visualise the taxonomies in a familiar 
manner, to explore them and easily create relationships between 
them is a significant challenge. For the efficient creation of 
relationships, taxonomists must not only be able to effectively 
navigate the hierarchical structure of classifications but also be 
able to have different groups of similarly classified taxa clearly 
identifiable. The fact that groups of interrelated taxa are often 
dispersed differently in different classifications makes it necessary 
to have multiple different groups of taxa from each classification 
visible at the same time. The layout for individual classifications 
must also be such that when relationships are added they do not 
impede the display of taxa names and the information needed to 
add further relationships. 

While there are many effective visualisation techniques for 
large scale hierarchical data [3-9] and a number of visualisations 
that also allow the user to explore relationships between or within 
hierarchies [3, 6, 7, 10], there are none that display different 
varieties of relationship and allow a user to create relationships. 
The one visualisation that does display multiple relationship types 
between hierarchies [11] is primarily designed to identify overlap 
between hierarchies with the same name. Synonymy relationships 
are only displayed when they exist between a selected taxon and 
the limited visible portions of each other hierarchy. When 
displayed these relationships also have a tendency to occlude taxa 
names so the interface is not suitable to be adapted for the 
addition of new relationships.  

1.1 Concept Relationship Editor 
A screenshot of the Concept Relationship Editor interface for 

exploring and editing relationships between taxonomic 
classifications is shown in figure 1. The main component is the 
classification panel. This has representations of each selected 
classification on each side of the display. Taxa are represented 
using labelled rectangles with adjacency used to indicate positions 
in the hierarchy. Relationships between taxa are represented using 
curved lines between the related taxa. These have symbols at 
either end to indicate the relationship type. Relationships not 
attached to a selected taxon are greyed out and relationships in the 
process of being formed (as in figure 1) are represented using a 
red dotted line.  

Each classification is colour-coded, with taxa currently selected 
for focus (together with their ancestors in the hierarchy) coloured 
a lighter hue than their classification. The overall layout of the 
classifications attempts to make, where possible, the labelled 
names of taxa readable. Here priority is given first to selected 
taxa, then the children of selected taxa, then the siblings of 
selected taxa and finally the siblings of ancestors of selected taxa. 
These nodes require priority for navigation and relationship 
addition. When a user selects a new taxon, priority is 
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appropriately reassigned and the layout changes. During the 
transition, animation is used to provide visual cues and aid 
reinterpretation. 

When the layout algorithm cannot assign sufficient space to 
adequately display the labels of the prioritized taxa, the lens mode 
or scroll mode take effect to make taxon labels otherwise 
accessible. In lens mode a fish-eye lens [12] type effect is applied 
to the vertical axis under the mouse cursor. Here, the 
magnification is calculated to be just enough to expand the taxon 
directly under the cursor and make its label readable. 
Alternatively, in scroll mode, priority nodes for navigation are all 
sized above a threshold for readability and the user may be 
required to operate a scroll-bar to determine which taxa occupy 
the screen space. Whenever possible, scrolling is automated pre-
empt the users actions . 

2 CONCLUSION 
We have developed an information visualisation technique for 

exploring and editing relationships between taxonomic 
classifications. The technique applies a novel focus + context 
adjacency layout for hierarchies that allows multiple groups of 
nodes to be expanded with their labels readable in horizontally 
stacked lists. The technique can be differentiated from other 
visualisations in that it allows users to edit and view different 
types of relationships between two hierarchies. During an 
informal evaluation of the interface users found it easy to navigate 
the hierarchy of classifications and add relationships between 
taxa. 
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Figure 1. Screenshot of the Concept Relationship Editor interface. 


